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What’s an Interbook?

An Interbook is a printed book that also has a web site just like this one.  Unlike typical book 
web sites, Interbook sites feature links that are relevant to each and every page of a book, 
including primary sources.  Readers can also discuss Interbooks with authors or amongst 
themselves through interactive comments.

Who needs them and why?

Good for Authors

Authors making controversial or groundbreaking claims in their books no 
longer need to merely hope that readers will believe them.  With a scanner 
and a few clicks, they can lead readers directly to their primary sources.

Good for Readers

Interbooks don’t need long paper bibliographies or sections for notes since 
they’re already on-line in greater detail) so they require less paper, driving 
down the retail price that readers pay at the bookstore.

Good for Publishers

Like movie trailers, Interbook sites give internet visitors who might not have 
otherwise known about a book a taste of what they can expect.  Since the 
sites can be restricted to print edition owners past a certain page, they incen-
tivize the purchase of paper books, but with Interbook sources exclusively 
available on-line, less paper is needed.  This means lower printing costs and a 
higher number of books per carton, which can lead to higher profits.

Good for the Environment

More books per carton means less paper and cardboard has to be wasted in 
the manufacturing process, and less fuel is necessary to transport input mate-
rials and books through the distribution channel.  Interbooks can save 
hundreds of thousands of pages of paper per book.

More Fun

Interbooks let readers talk to one another and learn more about the topics 
presented in the book without having to scour the internet for information.

More Reliable

With the ability to easily cite and view actual sources on each page, you can 
be more certain that the non-fiction Interbook you’re reading is accurate and 
verifiable.

More Up-To-Date

For books that speak to current events, it’s easy for authors and publishers to 
add Interbook links that tie material into what’s happening in the present-
not just the past.


